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     in  the know
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For the
wave
chaser
Surprise the surfer in your 
circle with a Big Sun surfboard. 
Designed to suit all conditions 
and experience levels, these 
boards are meticulously 
handmade in Mount 
Maunganui, and promise many 
summers of swell-chasing.
www.bigsun.nz

For the 
design 

minded
This made-to-order Arch 

Lean mirror will have 
any recipient enchanted 
with more than just their 

reflection, thanks to its 
archway design and 

Scandinavian-inspired 
simplicity. Made in New 

Zealand and available in a 
variety of shades, this mirror 
leans nonchalantly against a 

wall and adds a design-led 
touch to the space.

www.madeoftomorrow.com 

For the
chic
sleeper

For the
wanderer
Quality luggage is something 
people rarely buy for 
themselves, which is why 
it is an excellent present. 
Coast’s durable Cabin Bags 
are designed as the perfect 
overnighters and are made 
in New Zealand from durable 
marine-grade materials. 
www.coastnewzealand.com

Created by entrepreneur Natalie Norman, By Natalie is an 
elegant new local sleepwear brand that will have you happily 
swanning about the house in your PJs — even if guests come 
calling. Rendered in soft neutrals, these versatile pieces make 
a lovely gift for the stylish sleeper. 
www.bynatalie.co.nz

For the adventurer
Reimagining the classic chilly bin, a summertime 
staple, local brand Napoleon Goods has come 
up with a sleek, lightweight design for all of your 
beach pursuits, boating days and camping trips. 
Available in tones like sage green, coconut white 
and lemon yellow, these chilly bins are essential 
for keeping food and drinks perfectly chill — a 
crucial component of any successful day out. 
www.napoleongoods.co.nz
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RODA MISTRAL LOUNGER
ecc.co.nz

TIM WEBBER OUTDOOR 
DUFFEL OTTOMAN
timwebberdesign.com

T H E  B E S T

Poolside Pieces
Imagine emerging from a refreshing dip and collapsing onto an 

elegantly-appointed chaise longue or recliner. Or better still, enjoying 
a poolside tipple from a perfectly-positioned bar cart. 

This pool area features the 
Hybrid collection by B&B Italia 

from Matisse (matisse.co.nz).

COAST ISLA LOUNGER 
coastnewzealand.com

RODA CADDY 
BAR CART
ecc.co.nz


